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The Aquafacial™ device uses a 

combination of vacuum suction and 

specialized cleansing serums to 

remove dead and dull skin, increase 

skin absorption, and revitalize your 

glow. The Clean Face Company™ 

serum enables a dual approach  

to cleaning. It removes oils, 

blackheads, and grease while 

replenishing the essential nutrients 

needed for optimal skin function. 

Used consistently, it delivers both 

instantly visible results and  

long-term benefits.
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IMPORTANT SAFEGUARDS
For Household Use Only. 

When using electrical products, especially when children are 
present, basic safety precautions should always be followed, 
including the following:

READ ALL INSTRUCTIONS BEFORE USING

DANGER— To reduce the risk of electrocution:

1.   Always unplug the product immediately after using.

2.   Do not use while bathing.

3.    Do not place or store product where it can fall or be  
pulled into a tub or sink.

4.   Do not place in or drop into water or other liquid.

5.    Do not reach for a product that has fallen into water.  
Unplug immediately. 

WARNING — To reduce the risk of burns, electrocution, 
fire or injury to persons:

1.   Product should never be Ieft unattended when plugged in.

2.    Close supervision is necessary when this product is used by, 
on, or near children or invalids. 

3.    Use this product only for its intended use as described in 
this manual. Do not use attachments not recommended by 
the manufacturer.

4.    Never operate this product if it has a damaged cord or 
plug. If it is not working properly, if it has been dropped or 
damaged or dropped into water. Return the product to a 
service center for examination and repair. Contact customer 
support at 1-877-CLN-FACE (1-877-256-3223)

5.   Keep the cord away from heated surfaces.

6.    Never block the air openings of the product or place it on a 
soft surface such as a bed or couch, where the air openings 
may be blocked. Keep the air openings free of lint, hair, and 
the like.

7.   Never use while sleeping or drowsy.

8.   Never drop or insert any object into any opening or hose.

9.    Do not use outdoors or operate where aerosol (spray) 
products are being used or where oxygen is being 
administered.

10.  Connect the power adaptor to the device and then connect it 
to an AC power outlet. 

11.  Unplug this product before filling. Fill the reservoir with 
water and Aquafacial Cleansing Serums only.  Do not overfill 
or add anything other than water or Aquafacial Cleansing 
Serums as it may cause damage to the device.

SAVE THESE INSTRUCTIONS     

W H A T ’ S  I N C L U D E DI M P O R T A N T  S A F E G U A R D S

Front Back

Gentle Cleansing Tip - Use this tip to 
clean large areas of the face such as 
forehead, cheeks, and neck.

Pro Cleansing Tip - For a deeper 
clean to target skin impurities or 
blackheads.  Suggested use as 
needed or 2-3 times per week.

Fine Tip - For those smaller or hard to 
reach areas of the face such as around 
the eyes, nose, or mouth.

Power Adaptor:  GA-1201000, Huizhou Guoaotong Technology Co Ltd, primary: 100-240Vac, 0.6A,50/60Hz, Secondary: 12VDC, 1000mA
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ASSEMBLY AND SET UP

1.    To add serum, rotate the top of the Hub forward and pull the Serum Cap off.

2.     Fill Serum Measuring Cup with desired amount of serum and pour into 
the Serum Jar. Do not exceed 50 ml per use.     

 Note:  Only use Clean Face Company Cleansing Serums. Adding any 
other serums may cause damage to the device.  

3.    Replace the Serum Cap by firmly pressing it back into the Serum Jar.  

4.     Rotate the bottom of the Hub forward, and securely screw the Junk Jar 
into the Hub.

 Note:  An airtight seal is required between the Junk Jar and Hub for 
proper device suction. 

5.    Rotate the Hub back to the vertical position.  

6.     Select your desired Wand Tip and firmly press it onto the top of  
the Wand. 

7.    Plug the Aquafacial device in and press the Power button to turn it on.

8.     Select your desired level of suction by using the  and  buttons on  
the top of the device. 

 Note:  When initially using the Aquafacial device, start on the lowest  
suction level and gradually increase over multiple uses to find your 
optimal setting.

9.     To begin the flow of serum to the Wand, press the Start/Stop  button 
and place the Wand Tip directly to the surface of your skin. 

 Note:  An airtight seal between your skin and the Wand Tip is required 
for serum to flow. Upon initial use and if necessary, place your thumb 
over the Wand Tip until you begin to feel the serum flow.

10.  Move the Wand across your face as shown on page 7. 

11.  When you have finished your facial, press the Power button to turn the 
device off and unplug the Aquafacial from the outlet. 

12.  Discard any remaining serum in the Serum Jar. 

13.  Empty the Junk Jar following each use. Do not refill the Serum Jar 
without first emptying the Junk Jar.  

14.  It is recommended to clean the device after each use as shown on page 6.
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ASSEMBLY AND SET UP

1.    To add serum, rotate the top of the Hub forward and pull the Serum Cap off.

2.     Fill Serum Measuring Cup with desired amount of serum and pour into 
the Serum Jar. Do not exceed 50 ml per use.     

 Note:  Only use Clean Face Company Cleansing Serums. Adding any 
other serums may cause damage to the device.  

3.    Replace the Serum Cap by firmly pressing it back into the Serum Jar.  

4.     Rotate the bottom of the Hub forward, and securely screw the Junk Jar 
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 Note:  An airtight seal is required between the Junk Jar and Hub for 
proper device suction. 

5.    Rotate the Hub back to the vertical position.  

6.     Select your desired Wand Tip and firmly press it onto the top of  
the Wand. 

7.    Plug the Aquafacial device in and press the Power button to turn it on.

8.     Select your desired level of suction by using the  and  buttons on  
the top of the device. 

 Note:  When initially using the Aquafacial device, start on the lowest  
suction level and gradually increase over multiple uses to find your 
optimal setting.

9.     To begin the flow of serum to the Wand, press the Start/Stop  button 
and place the Wand Tip directly to the surface of your skin. 

 Note:  An airtight seal between your skin and the Wand Tip is required 
for serum to flow. Upon initial use and if necessary, place your thumb 
over the Wand Tip until you begin to feel the serum flow.

10.  Move the Wand across your face as shown on page 7. 

11.  When you have finished your facial, press the Power button to turn the 
device off and unplug the Aquafacial from the outlet. 

12.  Discard any remaining serum in the Serum Jar. 

13.  Empty the Junk Jar following each use. Do not refill the Serum Jar 
without first emptying the Junk Jar.  

14.  It is recommended to clean the device after each use as shown on page 6.
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ASSEMBLY AND SET UP

1.    To add serum, rotate the top of the Hub forward and pull the Serum Cap off.

2.     Fill Serum Measuring Cup with desired amount of serum and pour into 
the Serum Jar. Do not exceed 50 ml per use.     

 Note:  Only use Clean Face Company Cleansing Serums. Adding any 
other serums may cause damage to the device.  

3.    Replace the Serum Cap by firmly pressing it back into the Serum Jar.  

4.     Rotate the bottom of the Hub forward, and securely screw the Junk Jar 
into the Hub.

 Note:  An airtight seal is required between the Junk Jar and Hub for 
proper device suction. 

5.    Rotate the Hub back to the vertical position.  

6.     Select your desired Wand Tip and firmly press it onto the top of  
the Wand. 

7.    Plug the Aquafacial device in and press the Power button to turn it on.

8.     Select your desired level of suction by using the  and  buttons on  
the top of the device. 

 Note:  When initially using the Aquafacial device, start on the lowest  
suction level and gradually increase over multiple uses to find your 
optimal setting.

9.     To begin the flow of serum to the Wand, press the Start/Stop  button 
and place the Wand Tip directly to the surface of your skin. 

 Note:  An airtight seal between your skin and the Wand Tip is required 
for serum to flow. Upon initial use and if necessary, place your thumb 
over the Wand Tip until you begin to feel the serum flow.

10.  Move the Wand across your face as shown on page 7. 

11.  When you have finished your facial, press the Power button to turn the 
device off and unplug the Aquafacial from the outlet. 

12.  Discard any remaining serum in the Serum Jar. 

13.  Empty the Junk Jar following each use. Do not refill the Serum Jar 
without first emptying the Junk Jar.  

14.  It is recommended to clean the device after each use as shown on page 6.
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ASSEMBLY AND SET UP

1.    To add serum, rotate the top of the Hub forward and pull the Serum Cap off.

2.     Fill Serum Measuring Cup with desired amount of serum and pour into 
the Serum Jar. Do not exceed 50 ml per use.     

 Note:  Only use Clean Face Company Cleansing Serums. Adding any 
other serums may cause damage to the device.  

3.    Replace the Serum Cap by firmly pressing it back into the Serum Jar.  

4.     Rotate the bottom of the Hub forward, and securely screw the Junk Jar 
into the Hub.

 Note:  An airtight seal is required between the Junk Jar and Hub for 
proper device suction. 

5.    Rotate the Hub back to the vertical position.  

6.     Select your desired Wand Tip and firmly press it onto the top of  
the Wand. 

7.    Plug the Aquafacial device in and press the Power button to turn it on.

8.     Select your desired level of suction by using the  and  buttons on  
the top of the device. 

 Note:  When initially using the Aquafacial device, start on the lowest  
suction level and gradually increase over multiple uses to find your 
optimal setting.

9.     To begin the flow of serum to the Wand, press the Start/Stop  button 
and place the Wand Tip directly to the surface of your skin. 

 Note:  An airtight seal between your skin and the Wand Tip is required 
for serum to flow. Upon initial use and if necessary, place your thumb 
over the Wand Tip until you begin to feel the serum flow.

10.  Move the Wand across your face as shown on page 7. 

11.  When you have finished your facial, press the Power button to turn the 
device off and unplug the Aquafacial from the outlet. 

12.  Discard any remaining serum in the Serum Jar. 

13.  Empty the Junk Jar following each use. Do not refill the Serum Jar 
without first emptying the Junk Jar.  

14.  It is recommended to clean the device after each use as shown on page 6.
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ASSEMBLY AND SET UP

1.    To add serum, rotate the top of the Hub forward and pull the Serum Cap off.

2.     Fill Serum Measuring Cup with desired amount of serum and pour into 
the Serum Jar. Do not exceed 50 ml per use.     

 Note:  Only use Clean Face Company Cleansing Serums. Adding any 
other serums may cause damage to the device.  

3.    Replace the Serum Cap by firmly pressing it back into the Serum Jar.  

4.     Rotate the bottom of the Hub forward, and securely screw the Junk Jar 
into the Hub.

 Note:  An airtight seal is required between the Junk Jar and Hub for 
proper device suction. 

5.    Rotate the Hub back to the vertical position.  

6.     Select your desired Wand Tip and firmly press it onto the top of  
the Wand. 

7.    Plug the Aquafacial device in and press the Power button to turn it on.

8.     Select your desired level of suction by using the  and  buttons on  
the top of the device. 

 Note:  When initially using the Aquafacial device, start on the lowest  
suction level and gradually increase over multiple uses to find your 
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 Note:  An airtight seal between your skin and the Wand Tip is required 
for serum to flow. Upon initial use and if necessary, place your thumb 
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10.  Move the Wand across your face as shown on page 7. 

11.  When you have finished your facial, press the Power button to turn the 
device off and unplug the Aquafacial from the outlet. 

12.  Discard any remaining serum in the Serum Jar. 

13.  Empty the Junk Jar following each use. Do not refill the Serum Jar 
without first emptying the Junk Jar.  

14.  It is recommended to clean the device after each use as shown on page 6.
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A B O U T  U SU S I N G  T H E  A Q U A F A C I A L  D E V I C E

1.    Begin by washing your face using warm water 
to remove any make up and pat dry with a towel. 

a. Gently move the tip across the skin using short and 
even strokes. Always start on the lowest suction 
level when using the device for the first time.

C L E A N I N G  A N D  M A I N T E N A N C E

2. Cheeks

a. Move the recommended tip a short distance outward  
    from the nose towards the sides of the cheeks.

b. Move the tip in a downward motion towards the lips.

6. Around the nose

a. Move down along the ridge of the nose, making sure  
     to maintain suction at all times. 

b. Move the tip sideways across each side of the nose.
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3. Around the mouth

a.  Move the tip downward over the upper lip and  
outward around the lips.

b.  Cover the chin area in downward strokes and  
around the lower lip region.

4. Around the eyes

a. Lightly move the recommended tip around the eye      
    region with outward strokes only.

b. Move the tip along the ends of both eyebrows. 

5. Forehead

a. Move up the center of the forehead and outwards      
    towards the temples.

U S I N G  T H E  A Q U A F A C I A L  D E V I C E

DISASSEMBLY AND CLEANING

1.  Confirm the device is turned off and unplugged from the outlet. 

2.  Rotate the bottom of the Hub forward and unscrew the Junk Jar. 
Remove the Serum Cap and the Wand Tip.

3.  Wash the Junk Jar, Serum Cap, Wand Tip, and Serum Measuring 
Cup with warm soapy water. 

4.  You may use a bottle brush or sponge with warm soapy water to 
clean the Serum Jar.

5.  Thoroughly rinse all washed parts with clean water to remove any 
remaining soap.

6.  If needed gently wipe the Aquafacial device with a damp cloth.

7.  Dry all parts and Aquafacial device with a soft, dry cloth.

8.  Reassemble the Aquafacial device per Assembly and Usage 
instructions.

MAINTENANCE

1.   After every week or 3 – 5 uses, we suggest cleaning the Wand Hose. 

2.  To clean the Wand Hose, fill the Serum Jar with 25 ml of clean, 
warm tap water. Press the Power Button to turn the device on and 
press the Start/Stop  button. 

3.  Place your thumb over the Wand Tip for 5 – 10 seconds, then remove 
your thumb for 1–2 seconds.

4.  Repeat Step 3. 8 – 10 times to flush the clean water through the 
Wand Hose.

5.  Once you are finished, empty the Junk Jar and any remaining water  
in the Serum Jar. Then dry all parts and Aquafacial device with a dry, 
soft cloth. 

WARNING – Do not submerge the device in water.
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